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Welcome to the Heritage Collection...

In these pages we’d love to show you our beautiful range of solid timber  
doors and stair products and hopefully inspire you to see how the warmth of 
natural timber can enhance your home.

We also offer a wide range of exciting finishes to all of our products and we’d 
be delighted to organise samples and further information for you.  Our team 
are always on hand to offer expert advice along with a friendly approach, 
honest quotes and leadtimes.  As a UK manufacturer if you need one of our 
products sizing to suit your particular needs then we can often accommodate 
that.  Give us a call and talk us through what you are looking for.

We are a family owned business, based near the Peak District and proud of 
our history as a UK manufacturer.  We started making a few oak doors in the 
mid 90’s, tired of the poor quality and materials of imported doors.  From there 
our business has gone from strength to strength, adding doorsets and stair 
products along the way.

We believe in understanding our raw materials both from a quality and an 
environmental perspective.  With this in mind, we take the time to work direct 
with sawmills in France and Sweden, to source the beautiful timber needed 
to make quality products.  Every piece of oak or pine we buy goes through 
our PEFC certification system, so you can be sure your new products are 
sustainably produced.

We also want to make our products affordable for our customers, and so we 
invest in the very latest manufacturing technology, and combine it with that 
irreplaceable handmade touch to give you the best of both worlds.  We’ll 
gladly show you how we make our products if you choose to visit us.

We hope you enjoy the brochure, and find something to tempt you.

The Heritage Collection Team

www.theheritagecollection.co.uk - 0114 247 4917
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Pine Ledged Doors

Softwood ledged doors can be a great choice if you are painting your 
doors or you are working to a strict budget.  All of the same great options 
are available as with our oak ledged doors, from custom made sizes to 
stable and bifold door versions.

Just because Heritage pine ledged doors are a cost effective alternative 
to oak, don’t think for a minute we’ve skimped on quality.  All of our pine 
doors are made using the same glued, pinned and pressed construction 
as our oak doors.  This creates a super strong door that does not require 
diagonal braces, although these are an option for aesthetics.

We use a quality grade of Scandinavian redwood, purchased solely from 
Northern mills where the cold climate makes for a slower grown more 
stable timber.  We use wider and thicker boards than any other softwood 
door on the market, to make a door that is a full 40mm thick and looks 
great.  Ledges are a generous 115mm wide and 20mm thick for a strong 
and good looking internal door.

When selecting your new softwood ledged doors, remember that we 
can also make your door to whatever size you need it.  Most custom sized 
doors come under our fixed price scheme so you know from the outset 
what it will cost.  You may be surprised to learn that they don’t cost much 
more than our standard stock doors.  We can also manufacture your 
custom doors in just a few days.  They look much better than cutting a 
standard door to size as we reposition the ledges to suit the height of the 
door.  We can also make them to larger than standard sizes.

Heritage pine ledged doors are available in the full range of 
options from stable doors to bi-fold doors, as well as doors 
with glass openings.  

A quality yet cost effective option for internal ledged doors

heritageheritagethethe
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Pine V Grooved Ledged Doors Door Construction & Bracing Packs

Softwood V Groove ledged doors are a great option whether you 
are painting your new ledged doors or just working to a strict budget.
We use a Vths grade Scandinavian pine sourced from northern 
sawmills to produce a great quality door at an outstanding price.  
Our doors feature extra wide 112mm verticals as well as substantial 
115mm wide ledges for a sturdy, high quality internal door.

Traditionally softwood ledged doors have always 
had diagonal braces fitted, yet we make ours 
without them.  Why is this?
Braces are fitted to cheaper softwood ledged 
doors because they need them to strengthen the 
door.  These doors are made with thin boards 
that are only stapled together resulting in a very 
weak door.  Heritage uses thicker & wider ledges 
in our doors.  However the real difference is in 
how we assemble them.

Every door has its ledges glued to the uprights, before being pinned in place.  Once 
this is done, the entire door is pressed at huge pressure to ensure the ledge is firmly in 
place and can never move.  Its a much slower way to make a ledged door but the end 
result is a vastly stronger door.  As a result, braces become a purely aesthetic choice.

Widths
Height
Thickness
Timber
Options*

610/686/762/838mm or custom made
1981mm or custom made
40mm over the ledge
Solid redwood (pine) Vths
Bracing pack, custom sizes, beeswax or pewter door 
ironmongery set, glass openings, bifold, stable, 4 ledges

Optional Bracing Pack Glass Opening Stable Door Version Bi-fold Door Version 4 Ledged Door Version
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Rustic Oak Ledged & Braced Doors

Ledged and braced doors are a classic of period properties, found in all 
manner of homes from country cottages to barn conversions.  Heritage is the 
UK’s only major manufacturer of ledged and braced doors.  All of our doors 
are made in our Sheffield factory to ensure you receive a quality product.

Rustic oak doors are designed to match the style of timber that would have 
been used in period to make this style of door.  We keep all of the character 
that you find in rustic oak, from colour variation to minor splits and large knots.  
Anything that is a larger feature we will fill for you, however by default we leave 
the door unfilled to retain all of its natural charm.  This door will not be for 
everyone, but for a period cottage, this is as original and rustic as it gets.

In order to keep prices low we may also fingerjoint the ledges on Rustic doors.  
We take lengths of solid oak and joint them using a super strong finger style 
of joint.  Some colour variation may be seen but this can be blended by using 
coloured stain if necessary.

We offer a choice of either V Grooved or Bead and Butt profile boards which 
can make a big difference to how your door will look.  
Take a look at the pictures opposite to get an idea of 
how each style impacts the look of the door.

As standard your door will come with ledges only. 
Bracing packs can also be purchased to convert your 
door to the classic ledged and braced style, these are 
aesthetic only and the door will not sag without them.  
Bracings can be fitted in either orientation and are 
easy to install.

These doors usually go into older properties and often 
standard sizes simply won’t fit.  Whilst these doors 
can be trimmed to size, this often leaves the ledges 
too close to the top and bottom of the door.  A far 
better option is to have a door custom made to suit 
whether smaller or larger than standard.  The cost is 
not significantly extra and we can normally complete 
these in under a week.

Super Rustic doors that are period correct...
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light, medium or      
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Rustic V Grooved Ledged Doors

With a subtle look from the V grooved boards, this is a very popular 
oak ledged door.  Made using heavily rustic French oak, these 
doors create a warm feel to your home.
Available in a range of standard sizes or custom made to suit your 
door opening in just 1 week.  Add bracing packs and ironmongery 
to complete the look.

Rustic Bead & Butt Ledged Doors

Bead and butt ledged doors create a striking look.  Moulded profile 
boards combine to create a style line between each vertical board.
Rustic doors will contain significant knots, some of them filled 
where daylight would otherwise show, some non structural splits 
and rough patches.  They are exactly the grade of timber that would 
have been used in period doors but please be sure they suit you.
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Pewter Hardware Set

Widths
Height
Thickness
Timber

Options

610/686/762/838mm or custom made
1981mm or custom made
40mm over the ledge
Solid rustic oak, splits, knots, filler and rough patches, 
fingerjoint ledges
Bracing pack separate or fitted, custom sizes, beeswax 
or pewter door ironmongery set, inset ledges

www.theheritagecollection.co.uk or call us on 0114 247 4917

Widths
Height
Thickness
Timber

Options

610/686/762/838mm or custom made
1981mm or custom made
40mm over the ledge
Solid rustic oak, splits, knots, filler and rough patches, 
fingerjoint ledges
Bracing pack separate or fitted, custom sizes, beeswax 
or pewter door ironmongery set, inset ledges

Beeswax Hardware Set

V Groove Oak Ledged Doors



Select Rustic Oak Ledged & Braced Doors

Select rustic ledged doors take all the great features of our rustic ledged 
doors but significantly upgrade the timber used.  These are by far our  
most popular door, as they offer a great balance with enough knots and 
features to create a rustic cottage feel but without the large features found 
in our normal rustic doors.  Where we find a knot that shows daylight we 
will still use filler, but this is generally in a small area only.

Select Rustic doors come in a range of different types to suit all the varying 
needs of your home.  Bifold doors come in two equal halves and we of-
fer joining hinges as well as special shortened versions of our heavy duty 
strap hinges that will fit onto the master leaf.

We also offer the door as a stable door variant, which can be great to 
allow a visual path between 2 rooms whilst still creating a barrier for pets 
for example.  We offer a version of the hardware packs that comes with 
4 hinges. Shoot bolts are also available to lock the two halves together in 
matching beeswax finish.

We can also add glass openings to your 
door to allow light to flood in.  We can 
glaze your door for you with a choice 
of clear or our Patterdale or Buttermere 
glass, or we can leave it for you to glaze 
yourself.

Finally if you want something that little 
bit special we can build your door with 
Abbey style ledges or an additional 4th 
ledge, a style popular in certain regions of 
the country.

Don’t forget that we can also make any 
of these doors to any size you need, 
invaluable for those renovating period 
properties with unusual doorway sizes.

Classical designs in a down to earth style... 
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finish your doors 
in a either clear, 
light, medium or      
dark oak
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Select Rustic V Grooved Ledged Doors Select Rustic Bead & Butt Ledged Doors
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Select Rustic V Groove doors are our most popular solid oak 
ledged door.  They provide a great balance between their rustic 
nature and the subtlety of the V Groove profile.
Personalise your door with our range of options from hardware 
through to Abbey style ledges and don’t forget we can make the 
door to whatever size you need.

Bead and Butt ledged doors are rapidly gaining in popularity over 
the last few years and it’s easy to see why with their distinctive 
good looks.  
Order your door as a standard size and in most cases we can ship 
within 24 hours.  Customised doors typically take around a week to 
produce but they can really take the hassle out of fitting the door.

Widths
Height
Thickness
Timber
Options*

610/686/762/838mm or custom made
1981mm or custom made
40mm over the ledge
Solid select rustic oak
Bracing pack separate or fitted, custom sizes, beeswax 
or pewter door ironmongery set, glass openings, bifold, 
stable, Abbey ledges, 4 ledges, inset ledges

Widths
Height
Thickness
Timber
Options*

610/686/762/838mm or custom made
1981mm or custom made
40mm over the ledge
Solid select rustic oak
Bracing pack separate or fitted, custom sizes, beeswax 
or pewter door ironmongery set, glass openings, bifold, 
stable, Abbey ledges, 4 ledges, inset ledges

Optional Bracing Pack Glass Opening Stable Door Version Bi-fold Door Version Abbey Ledges 4 Ledged Door Version

*Not all options are available in all combinations.  For example Abbey ledges are not compatible with the bracing pack.  Please call if you are unsure about your preferred combination of options.



Prime Oak Ledged & Braced Doors

All of our solid oak ledged doors are made using predominantly French 
oak from Southern Normandy and the Burgundy regions.  We visit all of 
our supplier mills every year to carefully select which oak we buy to suit 
the nature and quality of our doors.  

We are also proud of our environmental credentials.  Every piece of oak 
we buy passes through our PEFC certification scheme.

With prime doors we take this one step further.  Prime timber is carefully 
selected out to create a much cleaner looking door, which works well 
in contemporary settings.  We look for timber which has a minimum of 
knots which allows the visual focus to be on the grain pattern.  

Prime oak ledged doors also work wonderfully well in more contemporary 
settings with their cleaner look.  As with our other solid oak ledged doors, 
prime doors are available in the full range of options, from bi-fold and 
stable variants, through to glass openings and Abbey style ledges.

We can also prefinish your new door in our spray facility in a choice of 
clear, light, medium or dark oak super matt finishes.

If you need it then our custom assembly team will also make the door 
to the exact size you need.  We have made these doors in sizes ranging 
from tiny cupboard door versions through to super wide doors.  As a UK 
manufacturer, this usually only takes around a week and isn’t 
too expensive.  

If you need a custom sized door then we encourage you 
to call our friendly sales team who will chat through your 

requirements with you and guide you through 
what is possible.

Clean smooth doors for a more modern feel...
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We can spray 
finish your doors 
in a either clear, 
light, medium or      
dark oak

Prefinishing



Prime V Grooved Ledged Doors Prime Bead & Butt Ledged Doors

Prime Bead & Butt doors are a recent introduction and add that 
extra little touch of individuality with their profiled boards.
Team the doors with one of our stunning finishes detailed on pages 
21-29 to create an exceptional quality oak door that will look superb 
and last for generations to come.
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Prime V Groove Ledged doors give you the ultimate in sleek and 
subtle looks.  With super smooth timber with very few knots, and 
the simple appeal of the V Groove boards, this door fits well into 
more modern settings.
Choose from standard sizes off the shelf, or we’ll custom make 
your door just how you want it in around a week.

Widths
Height
Thickness
Timber
Options

610/686/762/838mm or custom made
1981mm or custom made
40mm over the ledge
Selected Prime oak, occasional knots and colour variation
Bracing pack separate or fitted, custom sizes, beeswax 
or pewter door ironmongery set, glass openings, bifold, 
stable, Abbey ledges, 4 ledges, inset ledges

Widths
Height
Thickness
Timber
Options

610/686/762/838mm or custom made
1981mm or custom made
40mm over the ledge
Selected Prime oak, occasional knots and colour variation
Bracing pack separate or fitted, custom sizes, beeswax 
or pewter door ironmongery set, glass openings, bifold, 
stable, Abbey ledges, 4 ledges, inset ledges

V Grooved & Bead & Butt Board Profiles
A major option available in all of our solid oak ledged doors is whether you choose 
V Groove or Bead & Butt profile vertical boards.  This refers to the moulded edge 
we machine into each board, which when two boards are assembled together 
creates a particular profile.  Each board is assembled in a specific way to ensure 
the door is resistant to warping and to create the classic looks of each profile.
V Groove doors tend to give a subtle and clean look to the door and work 
particularly well in period cottages or barn conversions.  
Bead & Butt profile doors add some extra detail and would often have been 
used in larger properties reflecting the additional work that would have gone into 
making them at that time.
With modern machining techniques we can produce either board in the same 
time, and so we do not charge a premium for either profile .  We prefer this as it 
leaves you free to choose which board you feel best suits your project.

www.theheritagecollection.co.uk or call us on 0114 247 4917

V Grooved Bead & Butt



Door Hardware

When you have taken the decision to install solid oak doors, then 
ironmongery with a quality feel really sets off your new doors.  It’s also 
worth remembering that solid oak doors are much heavier than normal 
doors, and hardware built to take that weight is a wise investment.

We offer a range of handforged ironmongery, in both antique beeswax 
and pewter finishes.  Our hinges are especially designed to deal with the 
weight of the doors and not sag.  Each piece is handmade and unique, 
and will add that quality touch your new solid oak doors deserve.

Hand forged ironmongery to showcase your doors...

Beeswax & Pewter Hardware

Choose from antique beeswax or pewter finishes, with a range of 
hardware to suit all requirements when installing your new Heritage 
Collection solid oak doors.
Beeswax and Pewter sets are ideal for ledged door installation 
and come with everything you need from hinges and thumblatch to 
matching fixing screws.
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Item
BEESWAXSET1
PEWTERSET1
PEWTERHINGE12
BEESWAXBIFOLDHINGES
BEESWAXHINGE12
BEESWAX-PULL4
BEESWAX-PULL6
BEESWAX-FCB4
BEESWAX-FCB6
BEESWAX-FSB4
BEESWAX-FSB6
BEESWAX-RH-LATCH
BEESWAX-LH-LATCH
BEESWAX-KNOCK

Description
Hand Forged Beeswax Suffolk Latch & 18” Hinge Set
Hand Forged Pewter Suffolk Latch and 18” Hinge Set
Pewter 12”/300mm Hinge for Bifold Doors
Hand Forged Bi-Fold Door Central Hinges
Beeswax 12”/300mm Hinge for Bifold Doors
Beeswax 4” Pull Handle
Beeswax 6” Pull Handle
Beeswax 4” Fishtail Cranked Bolt
Beeswax 6” Fishtail Cranked Bolt
Beeswax 4” Fishtail Straight Bolt
Beeswax 6” Fishtail Straight Bolt
Cottage Latch Set RIGHT HAND Beeswax
Cottage Latch Set LEFT HAND Beeswax
Beeswax Door Knocker Set



Door Linings, Architrave & External Frames

When fitting your new solid oak doors, we keep a range of solid oak 
mouldings and products to match to ensure that perfect installation.

For internal doors we make architrave sets and solid oak door lining 
kits in a range of profiles and sizes.  For our external door range, we 
offer solid oak frames for either single or double doors.

A wide range of options to make door installation easy...
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Oak Skirting & Flooring Mouldings

With a new oak floor installation those finishing touches can make the 
difference in the final look of your project.  We manufacture a range of 
products to help you achieve that perfect finish.

Oak skirting is available in fixed 3.2m lengths, in a choice of 2 heights.  
Skirting is double moulded so you get a choice of two profiles, with the 
other profile being hidden against the wall.  Our skirting is trimmed to 
length so you get no end splits and you can use the full 3.2m.

We manufacture a range of flooring trims, from doorway thresholds 
through to ramps for connecting oak flooring to other floors at different 
heights.  All in the luxurious finish of solid oak.

The perfect finishing touches to your flooring...

Threshold End Trim Ramp
Semi-Ramp

ChamferBullnose Torus

Item
ARCHSET-C
ARCHSET-B
ARCHSET-T
ODL10822
ODL13222
ODL15022
EODF210105
EODF210210

Description
Oak Architrave Set Chamfer Profile, 2 x 2.1m, 1 x 1.1m
Oak Architrave Set Bullnose Profile, 2 x 2.1m, 1 x 1.1m
Oak Architrave Set Torus Profile, 2 x 2.1m, 1 x 1.1m
Oak Door Lining Set inc Loose Stops - 108mm depth
Oak Door Lining Set inc Loose Stops - 132mm depth
Oak Door Lining Set inc Loose Stops - 150mm depth
External Oak Door Frame - Universal, Suits single doors
External Oak Door Frame - Universal, Suits double doors

Item
OAKSKIRT115CT
OAKSKIRT115CB
OAKSKIRT142CT 
OAKSKIRT142CT
HDFJT1
HDFET1
HDFET2
HDFET3
HDFET4
HDFSR1
HDFSR2

Description
Oak Skirting 3.2m x 115mm, 20mm Chamfer/Torus
Oak Skirting 3.2m x 115mm, 20mm Chamfer/Bullnose
Oak Skirting 3.2m x 142mm, 20mm Chamfer/Torus
Oak Skirting 3.2m x 142mm, 20mm Chamfer/Bullnose
Oak Door Threshold - 985 x 18 x 37
Oak End trim for 15mm flooring - 985mm
Oak End Trim for 20mm flooring - 985mm
Oak Ramp for 15mm flooring - 985mm
Oak Ramp for 20mm flooring - 985mm
Oak Semi-Ramp for 15mm flooring to tiling - 985mm
Oak Semi-Ramp for 20mm flooring to tiling - 985mm

Door Lining Kit

Bullnose Architrave

www.theheritagecollection.co.uk or call us on 0114 247 4917

External door frame



Pine & Oak Framed, Ledged & Braced Doors

Framed Ledged doors are a superb heavyweight door that are a 
common feature in period homes.  Bridging the gap between ledged 
doors and more intricate panelled doors, Framed Ledged doors are a 
great choice for a quality look and feel in a style that adds unpretentious 
charm to your home.  

Framed ledged doors are made by creating a sturdy frame, into which 
a choice of either V Groove or Bead & Butt vertical panels are added.  
The 40mm thick outer frame gives the door an extremely sturdy and 
heavyweight feel. 

Heritage completes every stage of the manufacture of our framed 
ledged doors.  Starting with either sawn pine or oak, we plane all of 
the components to size before laminating 2 sections together for the 
frame, which gives even more strength to the door.  The outer frame 
is assembled in a state of the art hydraulic press but using twin 16mm 
dowel joints which are one of the very strongest methods.

Each door is carefully sanded and then the inner panel is added into 
place to complete the door.  As we make the doors ourselves, custom 
sized doors are not a problem to supply and in most cases we can 
complete your custom order in around a week.

To make your door really stand out, we can 
also prefinish the door for you.  If you choose 
this option your doors will go through a superb 
multistage finishing process in our brand new 
spray and UV curing facility to create a very 
high quality finish that makes the beauty of the 
door stand out.

Choose Framed Ledged doors to add a feeling 
of real quality to 
your home.

Heavyweight doors with period charm...
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V Grooved Framed Ledged Doors

Framed Ledged doors using V Groove inner boards create a subtle 
look in a door that exudes quality.  The V Grooves create strong 
vertical lines, adding visual height to your room.
Add in the optional bracing pack to for extra visual impact, creating 
that traditional framed, ledged and braced style of door.

Bead & Butt Framed Ledged Doors

Choose Bead & Butt vertical inner boards for a really striking look.  
The moulded profile on the edge of each board draws the eye to the 
door, visually separating each panel and highlighting the fabulous 
solid oak natural look of the timber.
We can prefinish any of our oak ledged doors in clear, light, 
medium or dark oak in our modern spray facility for a high quality 
finish.  Pine can be painted in clear or any solid colour.

Widths
Height
Thickness
Timber

Options

610/686/762/838mm or custom made
1981mm or custom made
40mm
Solid select rustic oak, or knotty pine. Frames 
laminated from 2 x 20mm solid sections
Bracing pack, stable door version, custom 
sizes, glass openings
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Widths
Height
Thickness
Timber

Options

610/686/762/838mm or custom made
1981mm or custom made
40mm
Solid select rustic oak, or knotty pine. Frames 
laminated from 2 x 20mm solid sections
Bracing pack, stable door version, custom 
sizes, glass openings

V Groove Framed Ledged Optional Bracing Pack Stable Door Version

www.theheritagecollection.co.uk or call us on 0114 247 4917



Custom Size Engineered Oak Doors

Standard engineered oak doors are a great solution at an attractive price, 
but they also come with a real downside.  They cannot be trimmed more 
than a few mm and so any unusual sizes are normally a real problem.  
Custom sizes are regularly offered but are ordered from the Far East on 
typically 16-20 week leadtimes.

Heritage has invested in state of the art robotised production in order to 
be able to manufacture custom sized engineered doors at our UK factory.  
Leadtimes are typically around 1 week and prices are fixed so you can order 
online without waiting for a quote.

Many of the common styles are available, and we can also usually match 
up the major components sizes so that your new custom engineeered 
door is a good visual match for existing doors.

Doors are supplied in a 35mm thickness and to any width and height up  
to 950mm wide by 2160mm high.  To make your life easier, door prices are 
fixed with size brackets so that you do not have to wait for a quote.  Some of 
the styles are even available in micro sizes, ideal for cupboard doors.

The doors feature a real oak veneer over a hardwood core.  Doors with 
slab style centre panels feature cross laminations to ensure stability.  Twin 
16mm dowels with scribed joints create 
a strong frame.  

We have a dedicated custom door team.  
For your peace of mind, with every order 
you will receive a dimensioned drawing 
from our CNC system to sign off prior to 
production commencing.

The ideal problem solver

Page 16
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dark oak or 
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Maximum Size Brackets (width x height)
4 Panel Glazed*

Page 17www.theheritagecollection.co.uk or call us on 0114 247 4917

2XG Shaker

4 Panel Shaker Glazed*

7 Panel2XGG5 Panel Pattern 10 Shaker

4 Panel Shaker4 Panel

2XG Mexicano

Door Micro Small Large

Pattern 10* 700 x 910 750 x 2050 1050 x 2150

Pattern 10 Shaker 700 x 910 750 x 2050 1050 x 2150

2XGG* 700 x 910 750 x 2050 1050 x 2150

2XG* N/A 750 x 2050 1050 x 2150

2XG Shaker* N/A 750 x 2050 1050 x 2150

Mexicano N/A 950 x 1100 950 x 2160

5 Panel / 7 Panel N/A 950 x 1100 950 x 2160

4 Panel* N/A 750 x 2050 950 x 2150

4 Panel Shaker* N/A 750 x 2050 950 x 2150

4 Panel Glazed* N/A 750 x 2050 950 x 2150

4 Panel Glazed Shaker* N/A 750 x 2050 950 x 2150

Coventry N/A 950 x 1100 950 x 2160

* All Glazed doors are supplied with loose beading as standard or optional fitted toughened glass

Pattern 10

Sizing Brackets



Not only can Heritage produce custom sizes in engineered oak doors, but uniquely we can also produce custom shapes 
in most engineered door styles.  We will also produce these doors for a fixed price, based around the same size brackets, 
so you don’t need to wait for a quote.

The most common shape we sell is a fully or part angled head for use for understairs cupboards or unusual doors 
where the roofline creates an angled corner.  If you are creating an opening, consider a part angled head as this 
will hinge much better.

Simply let us have the basic dimensions and we’ll do the rest.  You will receive a fully dimensioned drawing to sign 
off prior to manufacture.

Matching Existing Doors

Standard engineered doors are imported by a large number of companies and design details can vary.  The most 
common difference is in the width of rails and stiles for example.  If you are matching 
into existing doors we can usually produce your 
door with matching stile and rail widths.  For 
Mexicano style doors we can often also match 
groove dimensions.  

We keep the measurements of many of these 
doors on file if you know the manufacturer, or 
we can work from dimensions supplied by you.

Custom Doors
If you’d like something unusual or unique to 
you, then get in touch.  We use CNC and laser 
cutting machinery which has the capacity to 
be very flexible when manufacturing one off 
designs. 

We can add logos and text to your doors, 
whether on a separate timber sign or in some 
cases directly laser etched into the door itself.

Mexicano Full Angled

Shaped Internal Engineered Doors
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Pattern 10 Full  Angled

* All Glazed doors are supplied with loose beading as standard or optional fitted toughened glass in clear or satin

Mexicano Part  Angled
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External Doors

Heritage manufactures external doors and complete doorsets to a wide range of designs made to 
your exact sizes.  If you want something unusual or need an existing style copying, then we can 
usually help.  All our external doors are manufactured on the latest 5 axis CNC machinery.

Doors can be supplied in any stage from unfinished/unglazed right through to 
fully finished and with all hardware premachined.  We can also produce doorsets 
including sidelights and toplights.  Glass can be chosen from a range of styles 
including having us custom etch to your design.  Doorsets designed to meet Part 
L regulations are available.

Please ask for our External Door & Doorsets brochure or download online.

Pick from standard designs or we’ll make a design to suit you
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Oak Mouldings

Heritage manufactures and stocks a range of oak mouldings ideally suited 
for DIY construction projects.  Available in a range of widths and styles these 
mouldings are an ideal way to complete your DIY project with materials that 
match into our other products. 

Quality oak mouldings for a range of projects...
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Oak PSE

20mm thick oak PSE in fixed 2.4m lengths.  Manufactured from a selected 
grade of French oak with minimal knots.  Available in a range of widths.

Description
Oak Planed Square Edge 40mm x 20mm x 2400mm
Oak Planed Square Edge 40mm x 65mm x 2400mm
Oak Planed Square Edge 40mm x 90mm x 2400mm
Oak Planed Square Edge 40mm x 115mm x 2400mm
Oak Planed Square Edge 40mm x 140mm x 2400mm
Oak Planed Square Edge 40mm x 165mm x 2400mm
Oak Planed Square Edge 40mm x 185mm x 2400mm
Oak Planed Square Edge 40mm x 205mm x 2400mm

Item
OAKPSE40x20
OAKPSE65x20
OAKPSE90x20
OAKPSE115x20
OAKPSE140x20
OAKPSE165x20
OAKPSE185x20
OAKPSE205x20

Oak Veneer Custom Window Boards
Wide oak window boards have long been a problem.  Heritage can 
manufacture custom size window boards up to 2m long x 450mm wide.  
Oak veneer over particleboard core with solid oak edgings.  Available in 
square or bullnose edge

Oak Veneer Window Board

Solid Oak PSE

Oak Veneer Custom Shelving
Heritage can manufacture custom oak veneer shelves up to 2m long x 
450mm wide.  Oak veneer over particleboard 
core with solid oak edgings.  Available in square 
or bullnose edge to 3 edges



Radiator Shelving

Solid Oak Radiator Shelving

Radiator shelves are an ideal way to add storage to an otherwise unused 
area, and have the added bonus of helping to deflect heat out into the 
room where its needed.

Our shelving kits are made using prime grade oak and are a solid 20mm 
thick.  Each kit comes complete with everything you need to install it, 
brackets and screws.  Better yet, the brackets use the radiator itself for 
support meaning you don’t need to drill any holes in the wall.  The shelves 
are carefully prefinished in a clear satin quality hardwax oil.

Kits are available in 5 popular lengths to suit most sizes of radiator 
commonly found in homes and are easily fitted in just a few minutes.

Why not add some stylish storage to your home with the luxury of oak 
radiator shelving?

Luxury stylish storage...
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Radiator shelves are available in 5 popular lengths covering most UK 
radiator sizes.

Each kit comes complete with brackets and screws (longer shelves 
have more brackets) along with detailed installation 
instructions.  Shelves are available either unfinished or in 
clear satin.

Item
600SHELFPFINROUND
900SHELFPFINROUND
1200SHELFPFINROUND
1500SHELFPFINROUND

Description
20 x 600 x 150 Radiator Shelf Kit
20 x 900 x 150 Radiator Shelf Kit
20 x 1200 x 150 Radiator Shelf Kit
20 x 1500 x 150 Radiator Shelf Kit
20 x 1800 x 150 Radiator Shelf Kit

www.theheritagecollection.co.uk or call us on 0114 247 4917



Oak Stair Cladding

Oak stairs are hugely popular, with the natural subtle tones of oak treads 
adding a real wow factor to your home.  However most newer homes 
are fitted with softwood or MDF stairs, and the cost and mess involved 
in replacing them can be offputting.

Heritage oak stair cladding offers you a simple cost effective solution.  
By retaining your existing stairs, and bonding new oak treads and risers 
over the top, converting your staircase to solid oak becomes an easy 
weekend DIY job and better yet the cost is usually around ¼ that of a 
new oak staircase.

Some customers choose to clad just the treads and risers, painting 
the string white, but for those wanting the full effect we also offer a 
pre-glued oak string veneer which is easily cut to size with scissors and 
ironed on to the existing strings.

The system is flexible enough to clad almost any stair configuration, with 
each shape of tread featuring a corresponding tread pack, even down 
to the curved bullnose steps often found at the bottom of staircases.

Transform your staircase...
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www.theheritagecollection.co.uk or call us on 0114 247 4917



Oak Stair Cladding

Heritage oak stair cladding comprises a simple system of tread packs.  For each 
shape of tread on your staircase, choose a corresponding tread pack.  Each tread 
pack comes complete with a  riser.  The system will deal with staircases up to 1m 
wide, the vast majority of UK domestic stairs.  For the less common quarter space 
landing, choose a straight tread pack, and add extension boards to the pack to 
make up the depth you need.

Each pack is trimmed to width and depth, and bonded into place with a special 
permanently flexible adhesive that keeps the treads secure and prevents warping.  
Each pack comes with comprehensive installation instructions.  If you aren’t sure 
what you need, give our sales office a call and we’ll work out a parts list for you.
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Item
HDFTPO
HDFWTO
HDFBTO
HDFEB10
HDFCFK
HDFSVO

Description
Straight Tread Pack, 1000mm wide
Winder Tread Pack, 1220mm wide
Bullnose Tread Pack 1220mm wide
Extension Pack 1000mm wide x 142mm deep
Cladding Fixing Kit - 4 Pack of Ela-stick Adhesive
Flexible Oak String Veneer 285 x 4200 

HDFTPO - Straight Tread Pack HDFWTO - Winder Tread Pack HDFEB10 - Extension boards fitted to 
rear of Straight Tread Pack

HDFBTO - Bullnose Tread Pack 
(reversible for left or right hand radius step)

HDFCFK - Cladding Fixing Kit HDFSVO - Oak String Veneer
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